MeetPostives.Com Announces Safe Connect
Communication for STD Dating
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Jack Lombardi of MeetPositives.com is happy to announce Safe Connect, a form of communication
that protects their user's identity. Safe Connect allows users to text or call one another without using
their real phone number. This allows users to retain their anonymity until they are ready to share
personal details.
When asked about this announcement, Jack Lombardi had this to say, “There is no way around it,
some people have sexually transmitted diseases that cannot be cured. By choosing to date on
MeetPositives.com, they are actually doing right by the community and keeping the STD contained.
We understand that not many people are ready to share this very private thing with the world, so we
are making sure that our users can communicate privately, but still get the experience of texting and
calling, like you would with any other dating program. Safe Connect gives them that option.”
People in the dating pool who are STD positive should visit www.meetpositives.com to check out STD
positive singles in their area. Users can search for singles in their area who share a sexual orientation
as well as a sexually transmitted disease. Those who only wish to browse can also set their profile to
“off-line” and can look while being invisible.
A user that goes by the handle “PortlandPositiveHPS” had this to say about using the website, “I love
it because you can find people who are in the same predicament you are. It is hard dating in the “real
world” because you find someone nice and then you have to have this big reveal that says “you
probably won’t want to date me after I tell you this.” Then, when they don’t want to date you, it hurts
both people. Plus, sometimes I just want to hook up, something that I wasn’t able to do prior to
MeetPositives. Now I can find other herpes-positive singles in my area that want to date, or just want
to hook up. I completely feel like I have my dating life back.”
Meetpostives allows users to Meet Positive Singles using a built-in instant messenger function that
works similarly to texting. It shows users when their favorite contacts are online and also features realtime updates, like when a contact is typing. Additionally, users can rate the profile images of other
members, giving a truly immersive experience to its users.
Users can browse on their computer browser or opt for the mobile experience by downloading the
app from the Apple Store or from the Google Play Store. Meetpostives.com secures user profiles,
allowing only registered, paying customers to browse. This means that users won’t have to worry
about their STD dating profile to be on a public database, potentially resulting in embarrassment or
humiliation.
A user who wished to remain anonymous gave this review, “I honestly don’t know what people did
before Meetpositives.com. I am fortunate enough to have become positive in the thriving
technological age we live in now. Otherwise, I might have just become a hermit when I got the bad
news. Thankfully, I’ve been using MP to talk to people with the same condition and thought most of

the conversations don’t turn into dates, it is nice to even just talk to someone about my disease
without being judged. I have been on two dates since I’ve started using the site, and both went
surprisingly well. I feel like I’m new to this sort of thing, but, I have a great feeling about it.”
MeetPostives.com uses a lot of different security measures to protect their uses. First, they utilize an
SSL connection, making it impossible for messages to be intercepted. Additionally, accounts must be
verified and photos must be approved which prevents fake accounts from being created. Learn more
about Meet Positives by watching their commercial, watch here.
Additionally, users can upload private photos, only giving access to contacts they approve. Lombardi
has said that this allows users to fully immerse in the dating experience. Thus, allowing users to Meet
Herpes Singles in their area, and share personal pictures with prospective dates.
Tony H., a New England user, shared this comment about this announcement, “Safe Connect is a
great addition because eventually, you want to take the relationship to the next level, but aren’t quite
ready for them to have your real phone number. I like being able to call and text the person I’m
thinking about dating, rather than relying on the browser or app. It is a fantastic addition, and I am
grateful that the dating site even exists, but Safe Connect makes it that much better.”
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